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Overview
Welcome to WildTrax, an online network for storing, managing, processing
and sharing biological data collected using sensor technology. Remote
sensors, such as camera traps, allow for the automated collection of
data over extended periods of time. The result is the accumulation
of large amounts of valuable data. WildTrax allows for the discovery,
access, use and distribution of such data.
This User Guide (hereafter the Guide) explains the steps for using
the WildTrax web platform to tag images efficiently and accurately
compared to conventional image tagging methods. Specifically, the
Guide describes tagging and QA/QC processes.

Getting Started: First Pass
Camera Tagging
Introduction
Tagging in WildTrax is simple and fast. Once you create a WildTrax
account and log in, you will be given access to projects by the project
administrator or manager. Deployments within those projects will then
be assigned to you (see Figure 4 below).

WildTrax Account
To start using WildTrax, a login account must be created. Starting from
the home page www.wildtrax.ca, select “LOGIN” from the upper left
corner. A window will open that allows new users to sign up (Figure 1).
Enter your information in the appropriate fields to begin using WildTrax
(you may also use a Google account if you already have one).

Figure 1 Login panel to create a
WildTrax account or to log in to an
existing account.

Table 1 WildTrax workflow for tagging.
Stages

Tagger Responsibilities

Stage 1 (Set-up)

Create WildTrax Account

Stage 2 (Tagging)

Tag images within assigned deployments (Pass 1)
Confirm assigned species (Pass 2)

Stage 3 (QA/QC)

Carry out assigned optional analyses
Support QA/QC activities as needed
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1. Once logged in, click on “My Projects” and select the “Camera” tab to view remote camera tagging projects
you have access to (Figure 2). Click on the project you want to work on to view your deployment list (Figure
3), which contains camera trap images ready to be tagged:

Figure 2 WildTrax home page after login, with “My Project” button in the top right corner

Figure 3 Camera tagging project page. A list of all projects that you have either created or been added to by another user.

2. From within the selected project, click on a deployment that has been assigned to you to open the tagging
screen (Figures 4 & 5). A deployment represents a location where a camera was placed and will contain all
the images that the camera collected from that location:

Figure 4 Project deployments page. A list of all deployments that have been uploaded to your project.
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Figure 5 Image tagging view.

WildTrax Image Tagging Process Overview
There are three primary functions for camera trap image tagging within WildTrax:
•

Check that the site number and date on WildTrax matches the camera trap information

•

Identify all species captured by the camera trap

•

Determine the sampling effort of the camera trap by applying camera range tags where needed

Completing these three steps is considered the “first pass” of tagging. All deployments with the status “Ready
for Tagging” are ready for this first pass. Taggers will assign a variety of tags to each image, including Species,
Sex, Age, Number of Individuals, etc. Images can be tagged one at a time or in groups.

Checking Site Information
This step is only applicable if a reference sign was used during field set-up and/or pick-up activities. If this does
not apply, please continue to the Tagging Images section below.
Double-checking the site information is an easy, but important task. It should be completed for all applicable
deployments where reference signs are used.

Auto- and context-taggers are optional WildTrax processing tools that speed up tagging and reduce the overall
number of images visible in the tagging screen. These tools automatically tag common species, such as cows,
false-fire images with no animals in them, and staff setup images at the beginning and end of a deployment.
Images tagged by the auto- and context-taggers are automatically hidden from view. If staff setup photos
are not visible on the first page of the tagging screen, the filter will need to be adjusted to complete the site
information check. If this is the case, then:
1. Click on the site name on the My Deployments page to be taken to the tagging screen. From the tagging
screen, click on “Filter”, found to the right of the site name;
2. Check off the “Auto Tagged” check box to be shown staff setup photos (Figure 6);
3. Review the initial staff setup photos and check the reference sign against the photo labels (if present) and
the deployment name used on WildTrax. Notify the project manager if there are any mismatches.
Note: If the auto- and context-tagger were not run, click on the site name on the My Deployments page to be taken to the
tagging screen. From the tagging screen, Staff/Setup photos should be the first images you see.

Figure 6 Filter panel on the tagging page.

Tagging Images
1. From the tagging screen, select one or more images for tagging (Figure 7). This can be done by:
•

Clicking on the image to select it. You can select multiple images by clicking on them one at a time.

•

Clicking and dragging your cursor over groups of images (initial click must be on an image).

•

Using Shift, you can click on the first image; then, holding shift, click on the last image to select all
images in between.

•

Using Ctrl, you can select multiple images that are not in a consecutive order. This includes being able
to drag boxes around multiple subsets of images.

•

Selecting images in the panel on the left-hand side of the screen

Note: Selected images will be highlighted in teal in the number panel. Press ESC at any time to deselect highlighted
images. Keyboard shortcuts can be found by selecting the “Help” button to see a list of all shortcuts.
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Figure 7 Selected images for tagging. The blue boxes represent the button that users select to open the tagging form
and tag selected images.

2. Apply tag(s) to selected image(s) using the tagging window. With image(s) selected, click on “Tag Selected”
found in the upper right-hand corner and fill in applicable information (Figure 7).

Figure 8 Single image tagging form. This form will appear when only a single image is selected.

Figure 9 Batch image tagging form. This form will appear when more than one image is selected to be tagged.
Continue reading for more information on appropriate tag use. Tagging definitions can be found in the Tagging
Glossary. A complete list of available species tags and general uses of the sex, age and number tags for each
can be found in Appendix C.
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There are 4 key tagging scenarios you may encounter:
1. If you select one or more images with a single individual of a species
then a single tag is applied. Once the tag fields are completed, click
“Update”, “Save All” or “Save All and Close” to apply (Figures 8 & 9).
2. If you select a single image that contains > 1 individual of a single
species, but age and/or sex differ among these individuals then
multiple tags are applied (Figure 8). Once you have completed the
tag fields for the first individual, click “Add New Tag” to create a new
tag for the next individual. Once all tags are complete, click “Update”
to apply.
•

Figure 10 Image with two unique
tags for one species

Example: An image with a female deer with a fawn, or a male
and female deer together. In this case you would create a
unique tag for each individual (Figure 10).

3. If you select a single image that contains > 1 species then multiple
tags are applied. Once you have completed the tag fields for the first
species/individual, click “Add New Tag” to create a new tag for the
next species/individual. Once all tags are complete, click “Update”
to apply (Figure 8).
•

Example: An image where a deer triggered the camera and a
coyote was also captured in the background. In this case, you
would create a tag for the deer and then create a tag for the
coyote (Figure 11).

4. If you select multiple images that contain > 1 individual of a single
species and age and/or sex differ among these individuals then
multiple tags are applied. Once you have completed the tag fields
for the first individual, click “Add New Tag” to create a new tag for
the next individual (Figure 9). Once all tags are complete, click “Save
All” or “Save All and Close” to apply.
Once your images have been successfully tagged, the photo number
in the left-hand number panel will turn green to show that a complete
species tag has been applied to that photo.
Once all images on a page have been tagged (i.e., all boxes in the lefthand panel are green), the page number box at the top of the page
will turn green to indicate all images on that page have been given a
complete tag (Species-Age-Sex-Number of Individuals Tag). If the page

Figure 11 Image with two unique
species tags applied

number box is white (i.e., has no fill), no images on that page have been
tagged. If the box is yellow, then the page has been partially tagged. All
boxes should be green when tagging is complete.

Species Identification
Species
This menu is divided into Special Tags, Common Species and Species.
Common Species are included in the Species list, as well as at the top
of the drop-down menu to help with quick tagging. See the Tagging
Glossary and Appendix C.

Sex
This tag is applied when the sex of an individual can be idenitified. For
example, ungulate species such as deer, elk, and moose can be identified
to sex based on the presence of antlers, but antlers aren’t manifested
year-round. Therefore, antlerless ungulates are only tagged as female
between May 15 and October 1. Outside of these dates, the default of
Unknown is used if antlers are not present. This field defaults to Unkn,
and users have the option of leaving this field as Unkn or selecting VNA
if they are not interested in using it.

Age
This tag defaults for wild mammals and birds to Adult. The Age field for
domestic animals defaults to VNA. If juvenile features such as spots
are present, then the field can be changed to juvenile. The user can also
select VNA if they are not interested in collecting information for this
field (Figures 8 & 9).

Number of Individuals
The number of individuals defaults to 1 for all wild animals. For domestic
animals, birds and humans, this defaults to VNA. If the count is greater
than one, then the number can be changed. Users can also input VNA if
they do not want to collect information in this field (Figures 8 & 9).
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Applying Camera Field of View Tags
These tags are only used when the camera field of view is
changed compared to the set-up view (see Appendix A for
more information). The tagger will only use the “Field of View”
drop-down menu to tag photos that are out of range. This field
defaults to “Within” as images are assumed to be within range
(Figures 8, 9 & 12).
During tagging, the “Out of Range” tag is applied to the first
image where the area of view changes significantly. This image
may be a motion or time-lapse image. If the camera returns
to the original view, a second “Out of Range” tag can be added
to the image immediately before the view was fixed. It is not
necessary to tag every image as out of range. WildTrax will
complete the process automatically.

Optional Tags
Optional tags include:
•

Review

•

Nice

•

Fire

The definitions of the optional tags can be found in the Tagging
Glossary.

Tag and Image Comments
The tagger can use the comments field to record any important
information about the image (Figure 13). Some examples of
useful comments include:
•

Noting collared wildlife

•

Noting diseased wildlife

•

Noting trail usage or direction of travel

Figure 12 Field of View drop-down menu in
tagging window

Figure 13 Tag and image comment fields in the tagging form

Field of View Review
After all images in a deployment have been tagged, a field of view review can be completed. The tagger
compares the camera view at the end of the deployment to the view at time of setup (Figure 14). The goal is to
find out if the camera’s view changed during the deployment period.
Note: In this step, images are displayed in reverse chronological order (i.e., last photo taken to first photo taken), and all
images are included (i.e., motion-triggered, time-lapsed, auto-tagged).

Figure 14 Field of view review page. Images are ordered in reverse chronological order.
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Key Steps
1. Check that images on the first page are not out of range (view has not changed from the time of deployment).
2. Click the three dots between the page numbers to determine that none of that pages have a yellow triangle
across them. If there are no yellow triangles, move to step 3. If there are yellow triangles:
a. Click on that page, and locate the last good image taken (this will occur to the right of the image
because images are order from last to first taken).
b. Select the last good image, open the tagging form, and select the END tag from the Field of View
dropdown menu (Figure 15). If the last good image has no associated tag, there is no need to provide
tag information aside from applying the END tag.
c. Figure 15. Field of view dropdown selection found in the tagging form.
d. Click “Update”.
e. If the camera remains OUT OF RANGE from the point of the END tag to the start of the first page then
no START tag is required.
f.

If the camera field of view is re-established then a START tag will need to be applied to the first good
image. A yellow triangle on the page number should indicate where to find the first good image (this
will occur to the left of the out of range image because images are ordered from last to first taken).
i.

Select the first good image, open the tagging form, and select the START tag from the Field of View
dropdown menu. If the first good image has no associated tag, there is no need to provide tag
information aside from applying the START tag.

3. Click the Camera Range Reviewed button in the bottom right-hand corner once the above steps have been
completed.

Figure 15 Field of view dropdown selection found in the tagging form.

A note on the use of start/end tags:
The START/END tags define the observation period and sampling effort for a deployment. Knowing when to apply them
can be tricky, but following these instructions will help you use them correctly:
Apply when:
•

The camera is out of range for more than 3 hours in the middle of the season. The END tag should be applied to the
last good photo taken before the camera stopped working properly.

•

The START tag will either be the last image of the Staff/Setup series when a camera is repaired mid-season, or the
first good image if the camera pops back into position by itself (as occasionally happens when cows or bears lean
against the camera post or tree).

•

Discretion is used where (e.g.) cattle are leaning on a post and making the camera go in and out of position repeatedly.
In such cases, the camera is said to be not working properly the whole time this is happening. Therefore, an END tag
will be applied to the last good image before a cow started leaning on the post and a START tag may be applied if the
camera pops back into acceptable position after the cow leaves.

Don’t apply:
•

Initial START and final END tags. This information will be easily retrieved from the Staff/Setup tags, and/or the final
images if the camera stops recording early.

•

If the camera is out of action for less than 3 hours in the middle of the season.

Completing the Deployment
Once all images have been tagged for a deployment and the camera field of view review has been completed,
the site information needs to be updated from Auto-Done to Tagging Complete. Select the button in the topright hand corner of the screen to move the deployment to Tagging Complete (Figure 16).

Figure 16 View depicting how to change the status of a deployment to Tagging Complete

Second Pass Tagging Process
Second Pass Tagging is completed as a QA/QC step within WildTrax to double check species identification.
This step is only carried out when all deployments within a project have a status of “Tagging Complete”. This
status indicates that the first pass of tagging is complete for all deployments .
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Stages

Tagger Responsibilities

Stage 1 (Set-Up)

Create WildTrax Account

Stage 2 (Tagging)

Tag images within assigned deployments (Pass 1)
Confirm assigned species (Pass 2)

Stage 3 (QA/QC)

Carry out assigned optional analyses
Support QA/QC activities as needed

The main objectives for the second pass of tagging camera trap images are:
•

To make sure manually applied species tags are correct

•

To make sure context-tagged species tags are correct

•

To make sure auto-tagged species tags are correct (if appropriate)

•

To conduct additional analyses on verified images

Species Verification
Checking the correctness of species tags is at the heart of the second pass of tagging. Each image is doublechecked to make sure that the assigned species, sex, age, number of individuals and other associated tags
are correct. In general, all wild mammals are double-checked. Domestic and bird species are verified at the
discretion of the project manager. The Project Manager will assign species to taggers for this stage. Access
your assigned species through the Species tab of the deployment page (Figure 17).

Figure 17 Species list view with assigned users

Checks to complete during species verification:
•

Correct Species ID tag(s)

•

Correct use of Age/Sex/Number of Individuals tags

If errors are found, you can edit the tag either by:
1.

Clicking on the image and selecting the Tag Selected button in the top-right hand corner of the screen to open the
tagging form; or

2.

Click on the tag below the image to be edited and the tagging form will appear. Edit the tag and click “Update”. Click
on apply the correct tags from the species screen.

Once all images on a page have been checked, click on the “Verify Species” button at the bottom of the screen. The next
page of images to verify will automatically appear. When all images on a page are verified, the images and page navigation
boxes will be filled in with green to indicate they are complete.
If an image was given a “Review” tag during the first round of tagging, that image will have an orange border around it in
the side panel to emphasize that this image’s species tag needs to be reviewed with extra care (Figure 18).
Once all species within a deployment have been reviewed, the status of that deployment on the deployment tab will
change to Species Verified (Figure 19).

Figure 18 Images that are given a “Review” tag will have an orange border in the side panel

A note on the ‘Unknown’ and ‘Needs Review’ tags:
Images labeled as ‘Unknown’ and ‘Needs Review’ are either unidentifiable species and shapes that triggered
the camera or identifications that taggers are not 100% sure of, respectively. Images are double-checked
to determine species ID. Images tagged with ‘Needs Review’ that cannot be identified but still possess
identifying features should remain as “Needs Review”. However, if the species in the image cannot be
identified and there are no identifiable features relabel as “Unknown” and remove the “Needs Review” tag.
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Figure 19 The status of deployments after species have been verified will change to Species Verified

Appendix A - Camera Range Criteria
This section shows the changes
needed for a camera’s view to be
considered out of range. When
this happens, the observation
period ends for the camera. It is
important to use the range tags
correctly. These tags allow for
each camera trap’s sampling effort
to be estimated. A camera’s view
can go out of range due to major
changes in the roll, pitch, and
yaw of the camera (Figure A1).
An END tag will be used on the
last good image before the view
changed sufficiently compared
to the set-up images. If the
camera angle later moves back
into range, you can restart the
observation period with a START
tag. Note that the START and
END tags are only used if the
view changes compared to the
set-up images. If the camera view
already meets the criteria below at
the very start of the deployment,
do not end the observation.

be considered out of range.

Pitch
The observation period will be
ended if camera angle is moved
upwards or downwards such
that the pole (if used) is either
out of view beyond the bottom
of the image or above the center
of the image (Figure A3). Note:
the example image is only
demonstrating where the centre of
the image is; it is not an example
of the pitch criteria being met.

Figure A2 Red lines depicting
degree of roll that would end
observation period

Yaw
The observation period will
be ended if the bottom of the
pole (if used) is out of view
beyond the right or left side
of the image (Figure A4).
Note: if poles are not used in a
deployment, landmarks such as
trees could be used to find out how
the field of view has changed.

Figure A3 Observation period
would end if the pole in the image is
out of view due to camera pointing
upwards or downwards

The following are defined
limits for changes to the
camera’s view after set-up.

Roll
The observation period will be
ended if the horizon in an image
is tilted more than 30 degrees
from level (Figure A2). Note: the
example image is not an case
of the roll criteria being met;
the lines show the angle the
horizon would need to rotate to
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pitch and yaw

camera moves to the left or right
such that the reference pole (if
used) is no longer in sight
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Appendix B - Additional Wildtrax Functionality
Image Information page
To see additional information
on the image, click the small
“i” button at the bottom righthand corner of an image.

Filter Tagged Images

the Domestic Cow tag, and then
select Update All Untagged. This
will tag all remaining untagged
images within that deployment
on all pages as Domestic Cow.
Domestic Cow defaults to VNA for
Sex and Age Class, and Number
of Individuals; thus this tag can be
applied to all images regardless

of these variables. This is true
for all domestic animals. This
can be similarly done if many
images have nothing in them
and would be tagged as None.
However, “Update All Untagged”
cannot be used for wild species
where the age/sex variable, or
number of individuals may vary.

To search for tagged images,
or filter for certain parameters,
click on the “Filtered” button
within a completed or partially
tagged deployment.

Within the filter window, you
may look for tagged images
containing specific species/sex/
age tags, as well as a variety of
additional information, such as
descriptive tags, date ranges and
field of view. From this window
you can view all hidden images
(time-lapsed and auto-tagged)
as well as select a date and time
of images you want to view.

Figure B1 Example of image metadata/exif data that are viewable in the
image information window

Update All Untagged

Tip: Images with abundant species
that will all have the same tag,
such as domestic cows, may
be left untagged until the end.
Once all other images in the
deployment (including none) have
been tagged, you could select

Figure B2 Image filter selection window

Appendix B - Additional Wildtrax Functionality

Figure B3 Tagging form to batch-update all untagged images
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Appendix C - Species ID Tags
Species ID Tag

Sex

Age

Number

Special Tags:
•

Unknown

•

None

•

Staff/Setup

VNA

VNA

VNA

Birds1:
•

Bald Eagle

•

Boreal Chickadee

•

Common Raven

•

Cranes, Rails, Coots

•

Crow

•

Crows, Jays and Allies

•

Ducks, Swans, Geese

•

Falcons and Allies

•

Golden Eagle

•

Gray Jay

•

Great Horned Owl

•

Grouse, Ptarmigan and Allies

•

Gulls, Terns and Allies

Default:

Default:

•

Magpie

•

•

•

Northern Goshawk

•

Northern Harrier

•

Northern Hawk Owl

•

Owls

•

Pelicans, Herons, Egrets

•

Ptarmigans

•

Red-tailed Hawk

•

Sandpipers, Curlews, Snipe and Allies

•

Songbird

•

Spruce Grouse

•

Turkey Vulture

•

Woodpeckers

Unknown

Adult

VNA

Appendix C - Species ID Tags
Species ID Tag

Sex

Age

Number

Domestics:
•

Domestic Cat (House Cat)

•

Domestic Cow

•

Domestic Dog

•

Domestic Llama/Alpaca

•

Domestic Goat

•

Domestic Sheep

•

Domesticated Horse

•

DomesticBison

•

DomesticElk

VNA

VNA

VNA

VNA

VNA

VNA

Non-wildlife:
•

All-terrain Vehicle

•

Heavy Equipment

•

Human

•

Vehicle

•

Unknown Vehicle

Ungulates 1:
•

Deer

•

Elk (Wapiti)

•

Moose

•

Mule Deer

•

Pronghorn

•

White-tailed Deer

2

Select from :

Select from:

•

Default: Unknown

•

Default: Adult

•

Female

•

Juvenile

•

Male

•

Unknown

Ungulates 2:

Select from:

•

Bighorn Sheep

Select:

•

Default: Adult

•

Bison

•

•

Juvenile

•

Woodland Caribou3

•

Unknown
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Appendix C - Species ID Tags
Species ID Tag
Other Wild Mammals:
• Badger
• Beaver
• Black Bear
• Bobcat
• Canada Lynx
• Columbian Ground Squirrel
• Cottontails
• Cougar
• Coyote
• Ermine
• Fisher
• Foxes
• Gold-mantled Ground Squirrel
• Gray Squirrel
• Gray Wolf
• Grizzly Bear
• Ground Squirrel
• Groundhog
• Hoary Marmot
• Jack rabbit
• Least Chipmunk
• Long-tailed Weasel
• Marten
• Mink
• Mountain Goat
• Muskrat
• Northern Flying Squirrel
• Porcupine
• Raccoon
• Red Squirrel
• Red Fox
• Richardson’s Ground Squirrel
• River Otter
• Snowshoe Hare
• Squirrels, marmots, chipmunks
• Striped Skunk
• Swift Fox
• Voles, Mice and Allies
• Weasels and Ermine
• White-tailed Jack Rabbit
• Wild Boar
• Wolverine
• Wolves, coyotes and allies

Sex

Select:
•

Unknown

Age

Number

Select from:
•

Default: Adult

•

Juvenile

•

Unknown

Enter # when
greater than 1

Appendix C - Species ID Tags
A note on the sex of
wild mammals
Some species, such as bears, are
often photographed by camera
traps with their young. When an
adult wild mammal is with young,
it can be assumed to be Female
and tagged as such. Juveniles are
always tagged as Sex=Unknown.
In the example of a mother bear
and cubs, the correct tag would
be Sex=Female+Unknown.

Table Endnotes
1
Bird species default to
Sex=Unknown, Age=Adult for
consistency in tagging. Taggers
with advanced identification skills
may choose correct sex, age and
number for these species if specific
project protocols require it.

2
From May 15 to October 1;
outside of this range, non-antlered
individuals should be tagged as
Unknown rather than Female.

3
It can be challenging for new
taggers to tell the difference
between female and male caribou;
therefore, tagged caribou are
generally left as Sex=Unknown
for consistency. However, if the
tagger is confident in their ID,
a sex tag may be included.
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Glossary of Terms
User Guide Glossary
These terms are used
throughout the User Guide
and the WildTrax platform.

Auto-tagger
A program that is built into the
WildTrax website. The autotagger program goes through
motion-triggered and day-time
images and assesses them for
false fires (no animals present)
and domestic cows. Autotagged images are hidden, not
deleted, from the tagger’s view.

Batch Upload
A function used to upload several
deployments at once (e.g.,
from an external hard drive).

Camera Tagging
The process of labelling an
image with a species ID and
other data, such as age, sex,
number of individuals, etc.

Context-Based Tagger
This process applies to a
sequence of motion-triggered
images where there are 6 or more
images in the series (a series is
a group of images with ≤ 120
seconds between images).
•

In the first stage, a random
sample of 5 images from
a series is selected by a
computer program to be

shown to a human tagger.
•

The second stage occurs
during manual tagging. If all
5 images are tagged with the
same tag (including species,
sex, age and number of
individuals), with the exception
of Unknown, the remaining
images in the series are autotagged as such. If the 5 images
are not tagged identically, all
remaining images in the series
will be shown to the tagger.

Deployment
A deployment is made up of all
images captured at a single camera
location. Deployments are uploaded
to a Project in WildTrax and are
found in the “My Deployments”
list. Deployment naming within a
project will be unique to the source.
For example, the ABMI uses a site
and station format (e.g., 720-NE).

It can also be assumed for gaps
greater than 120 seconds that
the individual left the field of view.
However, gaps that are between
20 and 120 seconds need to be
checked in order to determine the
presence of the animal. This is
the gap analysis. WildTrax creates
a list of gaps 20 to 120 seconds
long for assessment and a human
tagger goes through them. The
tagger notes whether the animal
was “Present”, “Leaving the field of
view” or “Uncertain Presence”. They
will also note how many individuals
were in the gap. The number of
animals in the gap applies only
to the tagged species if there are
multiple species in one image.

Pole

In WildTrax, the project
administrator can also fill in
information from the camera
trap, including deployment
name, year, site, station, status,
category, setup, camera type,
location, latitude and longitude.

A multi-coloured metal stake
that can be placed 5 meters in
front of the camera. A pole can
help taggers gauge the size and
distance of animals in images.
Poles stick out of the ground by
one meter and typically have 10cm coloured sections on them.
Poles are also used to enable the
optional Pole Analysis to be done
on a subset of species photos.

Gap Analysis

Pole Analysis

Sometimes the camera trap can
malfunction and create gaps in an
image sequence. We assume that
animals that trigger the camera
stayed in the field of view for
gaps less than 20 seconds long.

An optional analysis that can
be done if a pole has been
installed in front of the camera.
A tagger will judge the presence
of animals relative to the pole.
Twenty random images per native

Glossary of Terms
mammal species are assessed
for each deployment. Each image
is examined to determine where
the animal is in relation to the pole
and the correct code is entered
in the “Distance to Pole” field.

QA/QC
Stands for Quality Assurance/
Quality Control. In the context
of image tagging, it refers to
secondary checks built in to the
camera trap image processing
method to ensure accurate
application of image tags.
Camera trap image processing
QA/QC activities include:default
sex and age classifications,
species verification, processing
image subsampling to determing
manual tagging error rate,
auto-tagging error rate, and
context-tagging error rate.

Sampling Effort
The sampling effort for each
camera trap deployment is the
number of days during which the
camera was operating correctly
and aimed at the expected target.
Without an estimate of effort,
data from different camera
trap deployments cannot be
compared. Sampling effort is
found by calculating the number
of days that the camera view
was in range. See Appendix A for
information on how the camera
view might stop being in range.
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Series
A set of images in a deployment
where there is ≤ 120 seconds
between consecutive images.

Species Verification
A QA/QC step that takes place
after manual tagging has been
completed. Each image will
be assessed to ensure that
the appropriate species tag is
associated with the corresponding
image. In addition to the species
tag, the Sex, Age, and Number of
Individuals will be confirmed.

Status
The status refers to the stage of
the camera tagging process for
an individual deployment. The
stages include: No images, All
Uploaded, Auto-ready, Auto-done,
Tagged Pass 1, Tagged Pass 2.
•

No images: applied when
a deployment fails to
upload completely

•

Auto-ready: automatically
applied when images
are verified and ready
for the auto-tagger

•

•

Auto-done: applied after the
auto-tagger and contextbased tagger have been
run on a deployment
Tagged Pass 1: the status
of a deployment that has
had all images tagged and

camera range reviewed.
•

Tagged Pass 2: The status
of a deployment that has
had species verification,
pole analysis and gap
analysis completed for it.

Tagging Glossary
These terms are for the camera
tagging process. This list
contains meanings for the types
of tags that can be added to a
single photo or group of photos
using the WildTrax platform.

Age Class Tags

Adult
An individual is tagged as
an adult if it does not have
the traits of a juvenile.

Juvenile
The juvenile tag is only used
for an animal’s first summer
where they have clear juvenile
features. The adult tag is
used for all other individuals
of the species in question.

Camera Range Tags

End
If the camera’s view goes out of
range, an end tag will need to
be used. The end tag should be
applied to the last good photo
taken before the camera stopped
working properly. This tag is only
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used if the camera’s field of view
changed compared to the setup images. See Appendix A.

Out of Range
The Out of Range tag is applied
to the first image that is noted as
having the field of view change
in a major way. Examples:
•

The camera was tilted more
than the acceptable limits

•

The lens was more than
50% covered (by snow,
vegetation, fallen trees, etc.).

•

The battery dies, or is
not taking pictures at
all for some reason.

See Appendix A for
more information.

Start
A tagger will only use the start
tag if the camera returns to the
correct view after being out of
range. This may not happen and
it is acceptable to not use the
Start tag in the event that the
camera’s view goes out of range.
An example of when the Start
tag could be used would be the
first good image that has an
acceptable view after the camera
has returned to position after being
leaned on by a cow or a bear.

Optional Tags

Domestic
A tag that is applied to images with
wild species that are domesticated,
such as elk, boar, etc.

Fire
A tag that is applied to images
where the camera has clearly
been triggered by fire. There
may be animals present in
these images or not.

Nice
A tag that can be used to highlight
high-quality (“nice”) mages so they
are easier to find at a later date.

Review
A tag that is applied when species
ID is unclear and needs to be
checked. The tag is applied for the
species thought to be in the image
with the Review box checked off.

Special Species Tags

None
This tag is used instead of a
species name when the camera
takes a motion-activated photo, but
no individual is present in the photo.

Staff/Setup
This tag is used for the series of
photos showing staff setting up
or taking down the camera trap.

Unknown
A species tag used if the
individual in the image cannot
be identified based on visible
features. This is often used when
the only images of an individual
are blurs, blotches of fur, etc.
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